
 Second   Letter   from   Todd: 

 The   Real   Organic   Project   is   more   or   less   the   organic   movement   making   a   last   stand   against   the 

 organic   industry   and   the   National   Organic   Program,   and   our   store   is   similar   in   that   we   are   taking   a 

 stand   against   all   the   food   industry   issues   we   face   by   offering   a   new   option.   There   are   many   ways   (and 

 scales)   to   engage   in   this   issue,   the   Real   Organic   Project   is   one.   Getting   creative   at   a   community   or 

 farm   level   is   another.   We   need   to   engage   at   all   scales   (they   are   not   mutually   exclusive). 

 What   I   want   to   encourage   people   to   realize   is   that   small   farmers   are   nimble,   and   that   is   a   great 

 strength.   And   making   change   in   our   town   or   community   is   much   easier   than   making   change   at   the 

 national   level.   No   one   is   coming   to   save   us,   so   I've   chosen   to   direct   my   limited   energy   and   resources   at 

 the   scale   that   I   feel   like   there   is   hope   for   progress,   and   for   me,   that's   at   the   community   level.   Every 

 farm   and   community   is   different,   but   I   have   to   think   there   are   creative   ways   to   better   serve   our 

 communities   and   farms,   and   maybe   that   means   creating   the   mechanism   to   do   that   from   scratch.   Too 

 often,   as   farmers,   we   work   through   existing   markets   that   don't   serve   us   well.   But   more   and   more, 

 farmers   are   waking   up   to   the   fact   that   we   can   get   creative   and   start   our   own   markets,   rather   than 

 struggling   within   the   confines   and   rules   of   a   system   that   is   designed   to   colonize   us.   Our   stories   are 

 powerful,   and   we   need   to   tell   them. 

 Our   journey   started   when   we   realized   selling   to   lots   of   individual   restaurants   was   too   logistically 

 challenging   for   our   farm   in   addition   to   doing   farmers   markets   and   CSA.   And   the   big   food   distributors 

 are   offering   an   inferior   product,   but   they   won't   deal   with   small   farms   due   to   pricing   and   logistics.   We 

 realized   our   small   size   made   us   nimble   and   actually   provided   an   opportunity.   We   had   farmer   friends 

 who   were   looking   to   expand   their   farm   to   bring   more   food   to   an   already   saturated   farmers   market,   and 

 instead   we   worked   with   them   to   start   a   local   food   distribution   company   (named   Wicked   Good 

 Produce...a   reference   to   their   New   England   roots)   to   serve   all   the   restaurant   accounts   we   couldn't 

 handle.   By   sharing   the   opportunity,   it   transformed   the   vibe   of   our   small   farm   community   from   one   of 

 competition/survival,   to   one   of   collaboration.    Wicked   Good   Produce   now   runs   their   own   refrigerator 

 truck,   picks   up   directly   from   local   farms,   and   distributes   to   over   40   restaurants   in   our   valley.   It's 

 become   a   new   viable   small   business   that   has   improved   food   quality   in   our   community   while 

 supporting   small   local   organic   farms   (real   farms). 

 The   success   of   this   effort   made   us   realize   we   could   do   better   on   the   retail   end.   Let's   face   it,   offering 

 customers   a   two   and   half   hour   time   frame   each   week   (I.e.   farmers   market)   to   access   our   food   is   not 

 adequate.   If   we   wanted   more   people   to   engage   in   local   organic   food,   we   needed   to   make   it   more 

 accessible.   But   dealing   with   grocery   store   chains   can   really   be   hit   or   miss,   and   we   would   have   no 

 control   over   marketing   or   price.   So,   we   decided   to   create   our   own   market,   much   like   we   helped   create   a 

 distributor.  (Continued   on   next   page) 



 (Continued) 

 In   January   2021,   Brooke   Bohannon   and   Sean   Hard   of   Wicked   Good   Produce,   and   Todd   and   Rebecca 

 Ulizio   of   Two   Bear   Farm,   who   were   already   friends   and   working   together   in   the   wholesale   space, 

 decided   to   open   a   retail   food   market.   We   are   small   (as   opposed   to   huge   franchises),   so   we   can   buy 

 from   small   farms   with   limited   supply,   and   that   makes   many   of   our   offerings   unique.   And   we   grow   much 

 of   the   produce   ourselves,   so   we   are   the   supply   chain,   which   is   really   handy   in   a   world   with   supply 

 chain   issues.    We   can   adjust   our   margins   to   give   farmers   better   prices.   And   we   can   promote   the   values 

 we   believe   in,   rather   than   trying   to   struggle   to   get   somebody   else   to.   We   were   naive   enough   in   the   retail 

 world   to   buck   conventional   wisdom   that   told   us   this   was   a   terrible   business   idea,   and   we   did   it   anyway 

 as   a   way   to   stand   up   for   what   we   believed   in.    When   brainstorming   on   names   for   the   business,   and 

 sorting   through   our   top   choices,   I   clearly   remember   a   moment   where   in   a   surge   of   frustration   and 

 feistiness,   we   threw   all   our   top   name   choices   out   the   window   and   decided   to   go   with   the   more   edgy 

 The   Farmers'   Stand.    We   wanted   to   be   very   clear   with   our   community   that   this   was   us   drawing   a   line   in 

 the   sand,   and   taking   a   huge   risk,   to   stand   up   for   what   we   believed   in,   and   to   inspire   others   to   do   the 

 same.   We   were   so   frustrated   with   greenwashing   in   our   community,   and   in   the   food   industry   in   general. 

 We   were   learning   that   sometimes   the   best   option   is   to   stand   up   and   lead.    It   is   empowering,   and 

 changes   the   entire   struggle   from   frustration   to   hope.    And   I   think   that's   what   we   need   more   people   to 

 realize.    Don't   wait   for   change,   make   it   yourself. 

 For   us,   we   knew   simply   selling   produce   would   not   pay   the   rent,   so   we   had   to   expand   our   product 

 offerings   to   include   other   groceries,   crafts,   and   bath/body   products,   but   all   from   small   businesses 

 using   quality   ingredients.   We   have   a   small   kitchen   that   makes   fresh   organic   grab   and   go   soups, 

 salads,   and   sandwiches   (a   quick   healthy   option   for   lunch   was   really   lacking   in   our   community).   Overall 

 sales   from   all   products   for   the   first   11   months   was   way   beyond   our   expectations.    I   think   our   initial 

 hope   was   to   pay   all   the   bills   and   not   lose   money   on   the   project.   When   we   put   real   food   in   front   of   our 

 community   with   a   positive   story   and   our   farm   reputation   behind   it,   the   community   responded.    It's   true, 

 profit   margins   in   retail   food   are   tiny,   but   that   wasn't   the   goal   of   this   store.    We   earn   our   living   as 

 farmers,   and   the   store   was   meant   to   support   local   organic   farmers   and   get   more   nutritious   food   into 

 our   community,   and   it   is   succeeding   on   both   fronts. 

 Todd 


